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While we are watching Bollywood, Tollywood,
Kollywood, and Rosy Thots genres, we are also
getting remakes of shows like Mahabharatha,
Satyamev Jayate, and even the legendary
Ramayana, that were actually the rule and not
the exception. And, they are like movies, where
hasty and harebrained ideas are taken up with
the wild hope that people would enjoy them.
Although she has had only one Tamil hit to her
credit, with a drama titled Kurunthala
Bhagyaraju, she has had a successful career in
South Indian cinema with several films like
Chakravakam,Kalam Mari Mani, Agni
Paravasam, and Marutha, directed by mega-
director Rajiv Menon. In these movies, her sole
purpose is to be the reason of films succeeding.
She has been directing since she was a young
girl, having experimented with a few projects.
This included her first-ever Tamil movie and the
Hindi TV-series Kal Ho Naa Ho, for which she
also wrote the songs. These days, she is
directing a few Hindi and Malayalam movies.
She has yet to make it to Telugu. One of the
problems with Tamil movies is their lack of plot,
in which characters do not develop at all. They
are either flat, they are too predictable, or they
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are too standard and fixed with limited content.
Another problem with Tamil movies is their lack
of culture. We have been highlighting these for
quite some time now. In recent times, we have
witnessed more on film makers side who have
tried to create some kind of sense of culture in
their films. This has worked for some, but not
really all. Even Sivakumar's recent films fail to
have a sense of culture. The same can be said
about some of the films this year, like Raju
Arasu's Gadha Rangam , Manu's Gandhi and his
Sisu and the Vijay's Murattu Kaalai and his Vijay
.
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The first look poster of a Tamil biopic based on
the life of the legendary actor has been unveiled
by Vijay’s daughter Kangana Ranaut. The film is

helmed by DOP Anoop Menon, and it is an
official remake of the Hindi biopic of actor

Naseeruddin Shah titled "Gentleman" which
released in 2018. Coming so close to the

birthday of Kangana Ranaut, the poster of the
movie clearly shows the star looking gorgeous

in an outfit with “GNI” written on it, and an
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expression of innocence. Pledging to give a
tribute to the great actor, “Gentleman” was a
tale on Naseeruddin Shah, from the life of his
father. The film tells the story of a freedom
fighter who fought in the civil disobedience
movement and later become the first Chief

Minister of the state of Delhi. The film also stars
a number of actors like Prasanna, Ajith Kumar,
Ajay Devgn, Tanvi Azmi, Divyanka Tripathi, and

others.Ace director DOP Anoop Menon is
associated with Vijay's movies like Ayan,

Kaavalan, Kaakka Muttai, Mankatha, Prakash
Raj's Anniyan, and Kanchana 2. He is currently
working with Tamil superstar Vijay on Kangana
3.  The makers are planning on releasing the
first look poster of the Tamil remake of the

recently completed Hindi biopic of the late actor
Naseeruddin Shah. The poster is titled

"Gentleman" and it is being revealed as an
official remake of the same. The film's first look
poster was launched yesterday by team of the
movie on a Facebook page that's a huge fan of
the actor, and it shows him as a young boy, in a
shirt and a pair of pants.The poster features a
large image of the actor, the tagline written on

top of the poster says "Gentleman".
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